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A total of 649 questions were recorded at the Circulation Desk during the Summer 2018 term. For 
comparison, questions recorded at the Circulation Desk in previous summer terms are as follows: 
  
 Summer 2015: 169 
 Summer 2016: 128 
 Summer 2017: 131 
 
The large increase in volume is almost entirely attributed to the new, streamlined Library Service 
Desk Questions data form that was implemented in Fall 2017. Since then, student assistants have 
been regularly trained on recording question data, as well as the importance of doing so. 
 

 
 

Usage in August (104, 16.02%) is notable, as these statistics only represent eight days that the 
library was actually open between August 1 and 10. This is consistent with the usage of the Research 
Help Desk during the same period.  
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Daily distributions are worth noting, as the circulation desk served many users on Thursdays (150, 
23.11%), while Thursday was a slower day for the Research Help Desk (24, 15.69%). The questions 
recorded on Saturdays (33, 5.08%) occurred during the two Saturdays that the library was open for 
New Student Orientation.  
 

 
 
Hourly data indicates very low engagement at the circulation desk after 5pm during the summer 
term (27, 4.16%). This data, combined with headcount data, has already led to the library requesting 
permission to reduce our evening hours during Summer 2019.  
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The three peak times for circulation questions occurred across three different days of the week: 

Monday 1-2pm (28) 
Wednesday 11am-12pm (27) 
Thursday 3-4pm (28) 

The peak on Wednesday at 11am aligns with the Research Help Desk, which also saw its most usage 
during this hour.  
 

 
 
Our circulation staff primarily assisted students during the Summer 2018 semester, with only 25. 
73% (167) questions from faculty, staff, and community members. However, this is a marked 
increase from Spring 2017 when only 142 (18.52%) questions recorded were from the same group. 
This may reflect the decreased on-campus student population, questions from New Student 
Orientation visitors, and consistent usage from community members regardless of the academic 
calendar.   
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Question topics recorded by circulation staff align with expectations, answering 570 (88.1% 
questions coded as Directional, Circulation, and Referral to Campus Resource. The very low 
proportion of questions coded as Specific Search or Research (40, 6.18%) makes sense considering 
the relatively low number of students taking face-to-face classes on campus during the summer 
term.  
 
Individual user data is included below.  
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Note: Christina Fivecoate was not regularly scheduled at the Circulation Desk, though she frequently covered 
the desk when students were on break or away from the desk. Mariah Eaton, Britney Netherton, Brendan 
Smith, and Jill Yotter all started work in August.  


